
The Morton Salt Girl Monologue:

NaCl and the Meaning of Her Mark

Cast: 

Morton Salt Girl  played by Wendy Kramer

Scene:

[Stage is bare, with a video projection screen hung at center. An image of the 1968 Morton Salt Girl 

(Image #1) is projected on the screen. A music stand sits at center stage. Lights up, dusky bluish. MSG 

enters stage left, umbrella folded closed and down. She walks several paces towards center and stops.] 

My imaginative stage is set: the blue-black sky of this package with patented spout indicates it is the 

middle of the night. [Rain begins. MSG opens umbrella and lets out a breath.] It's quiet here under the 

weather. The water draws down, the salt falls away like breadcrumbs behind. “When it rains it pours.” 

[Rain crescendos a little. MSG steps out, left foot first, and walks to music stand. She faces front, taking  

a 1914-girl stance, with both feet forward. Rain dies down and stops.]

There is a self-help book that says, “Where there is loss, there will be sadness, and where there is 

sadness there will be tears.” The girl might add: There will be salt in those tears, and anti-caking 

compounds to keep the cubic crystals flowing.

[Screen goes blank. Moment's pause. Rain resumes softly.]

MSG: How did this salt, spilled in the wake of my walk, become separated from the so-called rain? 

And why was I given this umbra-shade to protect me from it? Why is crying represented this way? My 

eyes are inked and inner-shielded from expression. Joy Morton marked me for his company--me, an 

aggrieved and unnamed girl. I am a middle-aged woman now. Why still this eyebrine above my head, 

disguised as fresh and falling from the sky!  Dry-eyed tears of industry, this is the gist of visual poetry, 

that must become performance.

[Screen projects a collage of Morton Salt trademark girls (image 2). MSG picks up paper version of  

collage from music stand and reads, approx. 1 min.]

[MSG places paper collage back on music stand. Screen goes blank.]

I can't get the the salty droplets back--Morton divided and domesticated my wild associations and 

filtered the solid portions for your tables. Brought them home. I do not glean, I collect nothing, I trail 



these tiny boxy rocks, yet somehow i must incorporate. The NaCl--how does it hold?  Young children 

have very few choices and many first-time feelings. Magnesium carbonate acts as an absorbing agent, 

or calcium silicate in its place; the percentage is very small. The crystals are uniform and pour the 

same. No sodium by itself, and chlorine also so reactive you won't find either in its elemental state. 

Silvery metal soft can be sliced with a knife and must be stored in oil like a tinned fish so as not to 

touch air or water. Couple it with deadly snot-green gas, and lo! Molecular latticework. I can't stand 

alone. You-I-One must trust emotional life, though public printing be malicious. Additive iodine violet 

vapor I say the job of cohering is beyond me.  

[Screen projects a collage of Morton Salt trademark girls (image 3). MSG picks up paper version of  

collage from music stand and reads, approx. 1 min.]

[MSG places paper collage back on music stand. Screen goes blank.]

MSG [turning back to the audience]: They will tell you that the salt is raked from desert beds, or 

vacuum evaporated and panned from soaking seas, or mined as rock from the earth-crust; but it comes 

from me, as I eke out this living. The organ pressure towards import hurts--Natron preserved the 

ancient Egyptian dead; sodium chloride intimates our vitals. 

From a negative adage “It never rains but it pours” to a positive snappy advertisement for housekeep 

manufacture (you've heard it), my mineral morphs into meaning. Cation plus anion minus frustration 

with the present interrupted by the past... eyes downcast... abstracted, pensive, forensic...I look at you, I 

look askance...I seek my solution.

[Rain resumes quietly. Screen projects 1968 salt girl in shadow profile with NaCl molecule(image 4). 

Exit MSG. Pause 3 seconds. Screen goes blank.]

END
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